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effort that pushed decision making in some cases away from the bridge.
This became particularly acute when carrier aviation and radar reached
operational maturity in the 1940s. Attacks from Japanese carrier-based air-
craft compressed space and time, leaving carrier and task force command-
ers reliant on more junior Fighter Director Officers to independently assess
incoming raids and order fighters to defend the task force. Finally, the skill
sets needed to operate radios, radar, and sonar, and the officers tasked to as-
similate, synthesize, and distribute a three-dimensional tactical picture, re-
quired people who did not fit the stereotypical portrait of a U.S. naval offi-
cer. Technology had a leveling effect on the officers who manned the CIC,
where skills mattered more than commissioning source or appearance.

Extremely well researched and clearly written, Information at Sea has
made a significant contribution to understanding the relationship between
technology, organizational adaptability, and war. The book should resonate
with historians across many fields. But Wolters’s arguments should also be
examined by contemporary service and civilian defense officials. The inter-
war U.S. Navy proved extremely capable of adapting to the information
world at sea. Senior officers eschewed bureaucracy and rigid hierarchy to
help ship and fleet commanders fight a modern war. How an organization
reforms itself to become so adaptive is the story of the interwar period. But
that history may also be pertinent today, as policy makers struggle to adapt
the armed forces to shrinking budgets and emerging threats.

CRAIG C. FELKER

Captain Craig C. Felker, USN, is an associate professor and chair of the history department at
the U.S. Naval Academy. He is the author of Testing American Sea Power: U.S. Navy Strategic
Exercises, 1923–1940 (2013).

Arguments that Count: Physics, Computing, and Missile Defense,
1949–2012.

By Rebecca Slayton. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2013. 
Pp. xi+324. $35.

In Arguments that Count, Rebecca Slayton tells a story of the U.S. cold war
state in its relations with science and technology that is both familiar and
distinct. It is familiar in that for her topical frame—missile defense—there
exists a modest historiography on the series of programs and policy de-
bates from the 1950s through the 1980s on whether or how the continen-
tal United States might be protected from a catastrophic nuclear attack via
aircraft, initially, and later by missiles. It is familiar, too, in that her analy-
sis is grounded in that thick vein of studies on the ways in which cold war
state interests and patronage reoriented existing disciplines and stimulated
the creation of new communities of knowledge and practice.
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Her account, though, brings these literatures and themes into produc-
tive juxtaposition through the methodology of science and technology
studies (STS). Her focus is on how “software engineering,” a field nonex-
istent in the 1950s, developed by the 1970s as a community of expertise.
Her primary question is how in the tangle of the cold war this expertise be-
came constituted and gained legitimacy and authority—how its arguments
came to “count.”

Initially, in the context of defense against nuclear attack, policy makers,
national security officials, and scientists regarded physics—the postwar
period’s top-of-the-hierarchy discipline—as the relevant expertise, wheth-
er in support or critique. Slayton organizes the book contrapuntally, alter-
nating chapters on the communities of physics and software/computing in
their intersection with the technical and political history of a succession of
defense programs. The effect is to historicize carefully the rise in standing
of software engineering in national policy debates.

The story of cold war state funding and disciplinary formation runs
deeper. Slayton argues that defense against nuclear attack, in its sheer scale
and complexity as a problem, in its requirement to process information
and direct action on very short timescales, provided a crucial forcing cir-
cumstance for the creation of software engineering. From the first postwar
initiatives, Whirlwind and Sage, to the 1980s Strategic Defense Initiative
(SDI, aka Star Wars), air defense was fundamentally reliant on computing
technology and practice. Over this multiyear trajectory, engineers and sci-
entists at select universities and corporations came, gradually, to see soft-
ware and programming as the problem in designing a defense. Then,
through the 1960s and early 1970s, they created a distinct domain of intel-
lectualization and practice. Defense against nuclear attack was from its
inception a fraught national policy issue that provoked intense debate
about its possible role in the cold war’s “delicate balance of terror” (strate-
gist Albert Wohlstetter’s enduring coinage)—a consequence of the near-
unstoppable offensive weaponry of the antagonists. Thus, the formation of
this community of expertise in this historical context reflected not just the
coalescence of a specialty but its inseparable relation to national politics
and decision making and the attendant ethical implications thereof.

Software engineering as community emerged roughly coincident with
the Reagan administration’s efforts to promote SDI. Its dominant contri-
bution to the debate was fundamentally critical; SDI (and its historical pro-
genitors) posed a problem of “arbitrary complexity,” of seeking to know
and coordinate numerous and heterogeneous technical and social elements
inherent in the task of thwarting a nuclear attack. This challenge was com-
pounded by a distinctive feature of the defense problem: one could never
test such a system under the conditions in which it would have to perform,
an actual nuclear war. Absent real-world testing and iterative uncovering
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of faults, there was no way to assure the reliability of the software, the vital
factor in the performance of a system intended to defend against catastro-
phe. This judgment, both practical and ontological, had, in Slayton’s ac-
counting, both an effect on software engineering’s sense of its epistemo-
logical foundations and on subsequent policy debates on nuclear defense
(which are covered in outline for the 1990s and 2000s in the conclusion).

Arguments that Count works best as a cold war history, not as a general
template for unpacking technological debates. Despite the STS aim ex-
pressed by the title, Slayton never directly addresses the question “counts
for whom?” Nor, in related fashion, given her focus on expertise, does she
query the larger problematic of how expertise was defined and functioned
in the U.S. cold war complex, dispersed across universities, industry, and
government bureaucracies. She addresses this problem indirectly by reject-
ing “disciplines” as an organizing category in favor of “disciplinary reper-
toires,” but never clarifies how such a distinction applies to her historical
actors. But these shortcomings are instructive, not debilitating. One can
easily see Arguments that Count as a go-to graduate-level text on STS and
historical methodology.

MARTIN COLLINS
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Agent Orange: History, Science, and the Politics of Uncertainty.

By Edwin A. Martini. Amherst: University of Massachusetts Press. 2012. 
Pp. xvi+302. $24.95.

Many images come to mind when Americans think of the Vietnam War: a
young naked girl screaming in the street having survived a white phospho-
rous attack, a South Vietnamese general summarily executing a suspected
communist prisoner by shooting him in the head, or American National
Guardsmen killing unarmed antiwar protesters at Kent State University.
These moments and images are fixed in time. They are specific incidents
that capture evocative moments in the history of a much-hated war. Jux-
taposed against these are the far more subtle yet far-reaching and perma-
nent legacies of the war, such as post-traumatic stress syndrome, a perva-
sive distrust of the government by many American citizens, and the legacy
of the use of herbicides as weapons, collectively remembered as Agent
Orange.

Beginning with the Kennedy administration in 1961 and continuing
until Nixon ended it in 1971, the United States sprayed nineteen million
gallons of dioxins over Vietnam as a part of Operation Ranch Hand, a
techno-centric attempt adopted by the whiz kids of the White House to
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